COVID RELEASE
I understand that my child will be traveling in close proximity to other
students, sleeping in shared living quarters, and dining in the same space
as other students. Because of the proximity to others and the extended
time traveling together, it is understood that masks will not be required on
this trip other than in public spaces with specific mask requirements (ie rest
stops, resort).
Please initial the following statements to indicate your understanding and
agreement.
1. I understand the increased risk of exposure to Covid-19 and
that my child will not be able to social distance from others on this
trip. I also understand that there will be no mask requirement for
students on this trip. I accept this risk and pledge not to hold St.
Paul’s Presbyterian Church or Crossroads Youth Ministry
responsible for any illness.
Initial: _________________________
2. I pledge not to send my child on this trip if they have had a
Covid-19 positive test in the past 5 days or if they are exhibiting any of the
following symptoms. - fever over 100.4, cough, shortness of breath, loss of
taste or smell.
Initial:_________________________
3. If a family member has had a Covid exposure or infection, a
student may still travel with us if they have a negative test 5 days
after the exposure.
Initial:_________________________
I understand that, because this Crossroads trip involves close physical
proximity over an extended period of time, there may be an elevated risk of
disease transmission, including COVID-19. By signing this form, I
acknowledge that I am aware of the risks involved at this time, I voluntarily
agree to assume those risks, and I release and hold harmless Crossroads
Youth Ministry and St. Paul’s Presbyterian Church from any claims related
thereto. I give my consent for my child to travel with Crossroads on this
retreat.
Signed: _____________________________ Date:______________

